Patriotic Ohio Star Quilt
Finished quilt size: 48" x 60"
Twelve 12" blocks
2" Inner border
4" Pieced "Piano Keys" outer border (Made from 1-1/2" and 2-1/2" cut strips.)

Patriotic Ohio Star Quilt
12" Nine Patch Block

Quarter Square Triangle Units
Fabrics and cutting needed for 1 block:
(No solids.)
White on white: Four 4-1/2" squares.
Two 6" squares.
Red print:
One 4-1/2" square.
Blue print:
Two 6" squares.

Long side + 1-1/4"
4" + 1-1/4" = 5-1/4"
Round up to 6". Trim units to 4-1/2".

Assembly
1. Draw a line corner to corner on the wrong side of a white 6" square. This is a cutting line.
Draw a line 1/4" from the cutting line on each side of the line. These are the sewing lines.
Place the white square on a blue square, right sides together. Stitch on the sewing lines.
Cut units apart on the cutting line. Press seam to blue. Repeat to make 4 units.

2. Draw a line corner to corner on the wrong side of a unit. This is a cutting line.
Draw a line 1/4" from the cutting line on each side of the line. These are the sewing lines.
Place marked unit to another unit, right sides together, as shown. Stitch on the sewing lines.
Cut units apart on the cutting line. Repeat to make 4 units.
Trim quarter square triangle units to 4-1/2", trimming carefully so that seams come out to the corners.

3. Arrange four quarter square triangle units,
1 red center square and 4 white squares to make the Ohio Star block.
Note: Double check placement of the units. The white triangle of the unit rests against the red center.
Sew into rows. Press to plain squares. Sew rows together. Press seams to inside.
Note: Please check to make sure your block measures 12-1/2".
Quilt top assembly is a block to block set, so accuracy is important.

